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Objective 

 

Quality Engineering Technician Professional  

ASQ CERTIFICATION / MEMBERSHIP 

Met or exceeded all quality assurance requirements for products. * Provided independent 

inspection approvals for final product. * Worked with quality department to provide technical 

quality assurance reviewing complaints and resolving problems ISO standards. * Experience in 

medical device & Manufacturing Industry,Working directly with quality systems,cGMP 

manuf,FDA Plus ISO quallfied.,R&D Lab notebook documentation. * Work closely and 

communicate effectively with scientists and engineers and to team with others to meet common 

goals. * Work with Quality and manufacturing Engineers to resolve problems relating to parts 

or process that do not meet quality specifications. Supervised up to 22 individuals, building 

teams to meet/exceed project goals. * Managed 5 projects from start through completion. * 

Responsible for direct supervision of all manufacturing activities to include quality, safety and 

efficiency training. * Developed best practice models with company stakeholders to address 

agency compliance and facilitate regulatory audits. 

  

Knowledge of Equipment and Processes  

 

* Six Sigma Quality concepts and tools * ISO 9000 * Clean Room/Laboratory * Auditing * 

CMM-Direct Comp.Control * Dial Indicator * Final Inspection * Height Gage * First Article 

Inspection * In-Process Inspection/Batch Record * Blueprint Reading * Drop Indicator * 

Hardness Tester * CMM-Vision * CMM-Manual * Calibration * Video and Gages * Optical 

Comparator Hand Tools * Bore Micrometer * Micrometer * Dial Caliper * Microscope * 

Durometer * Plug Gage * Thread Gages * Ring Gage Thorough knowledge of G D&T, 

geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, Mechanical Inspector, First Article, In Process, Final 

Inspection on Machined and fabricated parts read and interpret detailed engineering drawings, 

perform statistical studies on components and gauging (i.e. G R& R and capability studies), 

work with the fundamentals of plane and solid geom. 

 

Minimum 15 years experience in Q/C inspection, with a proven track record, and a commitment 

to quality. Perform first article, receiving, in-process and final inspection. Accurately monitor 

and record quality inspection results within a precision manufacturing company. Document 

inspection results including non-conforming material on all related documents. Strong blueprint 

reading, math background, Geometric dimensioning, familiar with precision inspection 

equipment and calibration. Programming/use of Coordinate Measuring Machine CMM is a plus. 

Capability analysis, SPC, and working knowledge of sampling plans. Strong communication 

skills. Interface with company personnel to improve product quality. Familiar with Computer 

word and excel documents. Familiar with ISO9001-2000 and FDA medical devices including 

auditing. 
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Job History 

Precise Products Corporation 

Plymouth Ave North 
Minneapolis, MN 55411 
Start Date: 08  
 
Quality Engineering Technician 
 
Perform first article, receiving, in-process and final inspection. Accurately monitor and record 
quality inspection results within a precision manufacturing company. Document inspection 
results including non-conforming material on all related documents. Strong blueprint reading, 
math background, Geometric dimensioning, familiar with precision inspection equipment and 
calibration. Programming/use of Coordinate Measuring Machine CMM is a plus. Capability 
analysis, SPC, and working knowledge of sampling plans. Strong communication skills. Interface 
with company personnel to improve product quality. 
 

ENTEGEE 

Engineering Technicial Group 

Plymouth, MN 55441 

Start Date: 06 End Date:08 

Quality Engineering Technician  

   

CSI        ( Cardiovascular Systems,Inc.) 

 

Work with ISO 9000-2000 and FDA medical devices including auditing. 

Thorough knowledge of G D&T, geometric dimensioning and tolerancing, Mechanical 

Inspector, First Article, In Process, Final Inspection on Machined and fabricated parts read and 

interpret detailed engineering drawings, perform statistical studies on components and gauging 

(i.e. G R& R and capability studies), work with the fundamentals of plane and solid geometry 

(both manual and programmable). 

and trigonometry, accurately document and prepare detailed first article reports, effectively 

communicate with co-workers and engineering both internally and externally, operate 

coordinate measurement equipment 

 

Quality Engineering Technician 

3M 

St Paul, MN 

Start Date: 04 End Date: 06 

Performs chemical, physical and/or mechanical analyses and test required for research, 

development, and quality control of processes and products. Assists with compiling, analyzing 

and interpreting results 



Owner / Manager 

Budget Hotel 

Blue Earth, MN 

Start Date: 2000 End Date: 2004 

Managed the hotel and Employes 

Engineering Technician and Supervisor 

Q.C. Inspection Services, Inc 

Burnsville, MN 

Start Date: 3/95 End Date: 3/00 

Quality control and Technical / Assurance 

Met or exceeded all quality assurance requirements for products. 

Provided independent inspection approvals for final product. 

Worked with quality department to provide technical quality assurance reviewing complaints 

and resolving problems ISO standards. 

Experience in medical device & Manufacturing  industry,working directly with quality 

systems,cGMP manuf,FDA Plus ISO quallfied.,R&D Lab notebook documentation. 

 

Quality Egineering Technician 

Minnesota Knitting Mills 

Mendota Heights, Minnesota 

Start 1992 to 1995 

 Work closely and communicate effectively with scientists and engineers and to team with 

others to meet common goals. 

 Work with Quality and manufacturing Engineers to resolve problems relating to parts or 

process that do not meet quality specifications. 

 

 

Owner of Import/Export Business 

Urban and Suburban International 

New York, NY 

Start Date: 3/90 End Date: 3/92 

Education 

Degree: Bachelors Degree 

Major: Economics and Political Science 

Delhi University, NewDelhi, India 

Year Completed: 1984 



 

  



 


